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From:                                 
Sent:                                  1 Jun 2020 21:12:55 +1000
To:                                      Hawkesbury City Council
Subject:                             Draft Kurmond-Kurrajong Investigation Area Structure Plan -  
2020 Comments
Attachments:                    June 2020 Kurmond Kurrajong Structure Plan Comments.pdf

General Manager

Please find attached further comments regarding the Draft Plan.

Regards
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Attention:  
General Manager, Hawkesbury City Council, PO Box 146, Windsor NSW 2756 

council@hawkesbury.nsw.gov.au 

 

Further submission from: 

 
 

Kurrajong NSW 2758 

 
 

 Manager 

 
Draft Kurmond-Kurrajong Investigation Area Structure Plan  
l 

June 2020 Comments 

The ability for an E4 zone with 4000m2 and 1ha lots that ensures that there is no 
adverse effect on the ecological, scientific and visual aesthetic values for the study 
area is implausible. 

 
Any opening for subdivision should concentrate within the existing urban footprint or 
where drinking water and sewerage infrastructure is provided. If there is any 

potential for small lots outside these areas then they should be clustered as per the 
recommended 4000m2 lots adjoining existing small lots or urban areas and avoid 
bounding native vegetative areas, steep slopes or ridgetop areas that create a loss 

of visual character. 
 
There is no value in providing 1ha lots as it does not provide any benefit for retaining 

or managing ecological environmental values or providing for the proposed uses that 
require large lots such as extensive agriculture. 
 

Any more residential development should be avoided until the North Richmond road 
infrastructure is improved for access to and from Richmond, this is particularly 
important for emergency services that may need to travel during peak traffic hours. 

     
Previous 2019 Comments 

Kurmond Kurrajong Structure Plan (The Plan) 

The document emphasis the current rural values and in particular the visual rural 

landscape character, however, the recommendations are for large-lot residential, this 

will substantially change the character from rural to urban. 

The structure plan needs to confirm the market demand based on analysis of the 

current rural residential vacant lot supply and the demand for 4000m2 or 1ha lots. 

From observation, the current subdivided lots below 1ha are slow to sell or are 

developed for sale. Some cases in point are the subdivision at Kurmond on Bells 

Line of Road, the slow uptake of subdivision in Kurrajong and I assume the approved 
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subdivision at 431 Greggs Road Kurrajong where the only development has been a 

front fence and tree planting. If the recommendations of The Plan are implemented 

the result may only be an increase in the value of the land increasing rates on 

similar-sized land outside the investigation area, rather than any goal of increasing 

supply for residential housing.  

Allowing subdivision to 4000m2 is an inefficient use of land near urban centres. Lots 

2ha and above are more suitable for rural activities allowing for the harvesting of 

water for livestock and small scale horticulture production. 

The Plan is inconsistent with NSW Planning strategies 29.1 and 29.2 which have the 

aim of enhancing the Metropolitan Rural Areas and focusing residential development 

within urban zones. 

Development without access to potable water is increasing water tanker movements 

to dwellings in the area and the ability for properties to manage effluent discharge on 

4000m2 lots is also a risk to the downstream water environment. 

If residential lot supply is required west of North Richmond, planning should include 

reticulated potable water and sewerage to allow for compact residential development 

close or within the existing villages of Kurrajong and Kurmond to protect the rural 

vistas and biodiversity values between these villages.  

Rural residential or large lot residential provides lot supply for a small proportion of 

the community and will not achieve objectives of providing a wide selection of 

affordable land for housing. Similar approved developments have not demonstrated 

much in improving community facilities for the locality. For example, the Kurrajong 

subdivision in Lily Place does not even provide for a footpath to access the town 

centre.   
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From:      
Sent:       3 Jun 2020 10:45:35 +1000
To:                        Hawkesbury City Council
Subject:                Kurmond Kurrajong Area Structure Plan

Good Morning, 

I am emailing you behalf of my father  the owner of  Bells Line of Road Kurmond. 
He is not computer literate. 

 would like to advise his objection to the plan of 1 hectare or 4000m2 lots sizes. The precedent of 
much smaller lot sizes has already been set in the Kurmond area. 
240m from ’s property are the lots around 603 Bells Line of road Kurmond, some lot sizes 
1200m2 and smaller. 
650m from ’s property are the lots around 510 Bells Line of road Kurmond with 510m2 lot sizes. 

 asks you consider a minimum size of 1 acre lots around his property in Kurmond with 
consideration to surrounding property sizes already approved by Hawkesbury City Council. 

Thank you

Business Analyst |  

This message and any files transmitted with it may contain privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the addressee 
named above. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, you must not disseminate, copy or take any action in reliance on it. If you 
have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately. 
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Your Ref:  Kurmond-Kurrajong Investigation Area Structure Plan 

31 May 2020 

The General Manager 
Hawkesbury City Council 
PO Box 146 
Windsor NSW 2756 

Attention: Andrew Kearns 

Dear Andrew 

RE: Kurmond-Kurrajong Investigation Area Structure Plan 

 has been engaged by Hawkesbury Agricultural Holdings 
Pty Ltd, the owner of 42 Vincents Road and 376 Greggs Road Kurrajong, to provide 
comments in response to the Kurmond-Kurrajong Investigation Area Structure Plan. 

Figure 1: KKIASP with subject land identified 

As shown in Figure 1 above, the two properties adjoin, however only one property (42 
Vincents Road) is within the Investigation Area. 

Council is to be commended for completing the studies which underpin the Structure Plan, 
and finally providing some certainty and guidance to landowners with regard to future rural 
residential development within the Kurmond and Kurrajong area.  
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As you know, this practice has been the applicant for numerous planning proposals within 
the Investigation Area since 2012 and we have established a strong understanding of the 
constraints and values associated with the locality. 
 
The investigation area was originally established for the purposes of guiding planning 
proposals prepared in response to the Hawkesbury Residential Land Strategy (HRLS).  
One of the sustainability criteria of the HRLS was stated as: “Cluster around villages with 
services that meet existing neighbourhood criteria services as a minimum (within 1km 
radius)”. 
 
The need to draw a line on a map came from interpreting the way to measure 1 kilometre 
from the village (eg is it from the post office, the school, the geographical centre of the 
village or the edge of the village?).  The 1 kilometre radius also transects a number of 
properties on the edge, raising questions such as, is 1 kilometre measured from the front, 
the side or the rear boundary?  When a property is partially within 1 kilometre is the entire 
property deemed to be appropriate for rural residential development?  Figure 2 below 
demonstrates the area covered by a 1km radius from the centre of Kurrajong Village. 
 
The investigation area boundaries were established by taking a 1km radius and then 
moving the lines either closer or further out to align with property boundaries.  Subsequent 
studies and investigations have been undertaken within these boundaries.   
 
With this background, it would be reasonable in our view to revisit the Investigation Area 
boundaries as part of any Structure Plan process.  Unfortunately, the Structure Plan, nor 
any of the studies which led to it, appear to have examined the actual boundaries of the 
investigation area or tested the boundaries against topographic, biodiversity, natural or 
man-made boundaries. 
 
Figure 2: 1km Radius measured from centre of Kurrajong Village (with KKIASP boundary in red) 
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As shown in Figure 2, the majority of 376 Greggs Road falls within a 1km radius from 
Kurrajong Village, satisfying one of the original rural village sustainability criteria of the 
Hawkesbury Residential Land Strategy.  This land was excluded from the Investigation 
Area while other properties on the southern side of Greggs Road are included. 
 
In our submission, it would be logical to extend the Structure Plan Boundary in a south-east 
direction to the intersection of Vincents Road and Greggs Road, as shown in Figure 3 
below. 
 
Figure 3: Proposed extension to Structure Plan 

 
 
It is concluded that the Structure Plan Area should be extended as shown in Figure 3 for 
the following reasons: 
 

• The use of Greggs Road and Vincents Road, rather than property boundaries to 
provide physical separation between potential smaller lots within the Structure Plan 
and existing larger lots to the south will avoid potential land use conflicts. 

• The current boundary transects a major riparian and bushland corridor.  By including 
the proposed extension area in the Structure Plan, a higher level of protection will 
be afforded to this corridor, while providing some development potential for the 
cleared areas of land closer to Greggs Road. 

• In its current location, the Structure Plan boundary will lead to fragmentation of the 
riparian corridor with future rural residential subdivision.  Including the proposed 
extension area will facilitate a coordinated planning approach to the preservation 
and enhancement of the corridor through appropriate zoning and/or development 
controls. 

• Given the close proximity to Kurrajong Village, the extension would provide 
additional opportunities for housing in an appropriate location with good amenity. 

• The majority of my client’s property, 376 Greggs Road, is located within a 1km 
radius from the centre of Kurrajong Village.  This property should be afforded the 
same consideration which sees many properties in similar positions included within 
the Structure Plan. 
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In our view, moving the boundary to Greggs Road and Vincents Road is a logical extension 
of the boundary and represents good planning practice.  Accordingly, Council is requested 
to consider extending the Structure Plan area to include the land as shown in Figure 3 
above.  We would appreciate an opportunity to discuss further with Council staff. 

Yours sincerely 

 
 



From:                                 
Sent:                                  29 May 2020 11:17:29 +1000
To:                                      Hawkesbury City Council
Subject:                             Submission for draft Kurmond-Kurrajong Investigation Area Structure Plan
Attachments:                   Draft Plan Submission .pdf

Attached as PDF is my submission to the Draft Kurmond-Kurrajong Investigation Area 
Structure Plan. 

-- 
Regards,

  

Phone Mobile: 
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From:                                 
Sent:                                  2 Jun 2020 22:59:35 +1000
To:                                      Hawkesbury City Council
Subject:                             RE: Kurmond Kurrajong Investigation Area Structure Plan

To: General Manager, 
Hawkesbury City Council, PO Box 146, Windsor NSW 2756, 
by email to council@hawkesbury.nsw.gov.au
 
Dear Sir
 
The Draft Structure Plan that Council is proposing to adopt does not contain any meaningful 
commentary on traffic flow/impact. How can a proper structure plan not mention Greggs Road 
when Greggs Road has been identified in the consultants report as 1 of 2 major roads servicing 
the investigation area?
 
Greggs Road was once a minor road with the character of a culdesac that has been forced by 
Council, by inappropriate development beyond Greggs Road, to become a major thoroughfare. 
The traffic flows through Greggs Road have made it a dangerous place to live and devalued 
property along it for the benefit of residential developments beyond Greggs Road. The peaceful 
character of Greggs Road enjoyed by its residents has been destroyed and there has been no 
community benefit from these satellite residential developments. The Kurrajong shopping 
precinct is clearly dying despite population growth serviced by Greggs Road. Greggs Road’s 
primary purpose no longer appears to be for the service of the residents of Greggs Road – 
instead it has become a bypass for city commuters who don’t want to give their custom to the 
businesses and services in either the Kurrajong or Kurmond village.
 
So where is the analysis and recommendations in the Draft Structure Plan on changes to traffic 
flows, curb and guttering, and lighting to make the neighbourhood a safer place to live and the 
need to change traffic flows to help sustain the businesses in the Kurrajong village? Where is 
the commentary about development in certain areas not being feasible due to the 
unreasonable impact of traffic on other areas? Where is the input from the RTA?
 
The letter dated 12 May from Mr Kearns identifies new amendments. But there is no depiction 
or precise identification on a map showing what land in the investigation area is proposed for 
environmental living zoning and which land will be minimum lot size 1 ha or 4000 square 
metres. The letter is ambiguous. Does the community wait to find out once the Structure Plan is 
adopted?
 
I remain concerned that one of your consultants’ reports correctly identifies land as pastoral 
without remnant vegetation and the other consultant identifies the same land as having a very 
high biodiversity priority rank. If the Draft Structure Plan is informed by these inconsistent 
reports, what does this mean for its credibility? Did one consultant bother to look at current 
land use and historical clearing and the other consultant think any half convincing 
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greenery/lantana is good enough to say it applied relevant criteria? Remnant vegetation needs 
to be properly identified for genuine conservation efforts and a scatter gun/let’s include it as 
high biodiversity just in case approach is not good enough.
 
If Council is proposing to “adopt” the Draft Structure Plan, how has it taken into account 
community comments? What were the community concerns raised? It appears that Council 
thinks they are not important enough to summarise and let the community know why or why 
not their issues have or haven’t been addressed.
 
Yours faithfully 

 
 

From: Sunehla Bala <Sunehla.BALA@hawkesbury.nsw.gov.au> 
Sent: Tuesday, 12 May 2020 4:32 PM
To: 
Subject: Kurmond Kurrajong Investigation Area Structure Plan 
 
Hi
 
Please find attached a letter informing the status of KKIA Structure Plan.
 
Regards
 
Sunehla Bala | Strategic Land Use Planning Coordinator | Hawkesbury City Council 
 (02) 4560 4544 |  (02) 4587 7740
 Sunehla.BALA@hawkesbury.nsw.gov.au |   www.hawkesbury.nsw.gov.au

 
 
Important: This email is for the use of the intended recipient(s) only. It may contain legally privileged or 
confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient or believe that you may have received 
this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately and then delete this message. You 
must not use, disclose or distribute this email without the author’s prior permission. Hawkesbury City 
Council cannot accept responsibility for any changes that may be made to this message after it was sent. 
Please consider the environment before printing this email. 
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From:                                 
Sent:                                  25 May 2020 12:17:29 +1000
To:                                      Hawkesbury City Council
Subject:                             Kurmond-Kurrajong Investigation Area Structure Plan

 
General Manager
Hawkesbury City Council
 
Dear Sir/ Madam
 
In response to your letter Kurmond-Kurrajong Investigation Area Structure Plan 
(KKIASP) dated 12th May
 
Some 20 plus years ago, council rezoned a substantial number of acreages outside the 
Kurmond/ Kurrajong investigation survey area to minimum 10 acre lots. At that time, I 
personally asked council town planning why our area was not also rezoned minimum 10 
acre lots. The answer received was, that in the not too distant future council intended 
rezoning our area into even smaller lots.  
 
After 20 plus years of waiting, we are very pleased to hear that this structure plan will 
finally be recommended to Council to adopt. And in addition, the fact that there will also 
be recommendations to… Amend the zone of properties within the Investigation Area.
In particular the amendment of the minimum lot size from 4 or 10 Hectares depending 
on location to 1 Hectare or 4,000m2.
 
We sincerely welcome this change. Because there are many fragmented acreages in 
the Hawkesbury KKIS area like ours which is 16.5 acres within a minimum 25 acre 
zoning. In fact one of our neighbouring properties is less than 1 acre and is in this 
minimum 25 acre zoning. Many of these acreages are far too small for economical or 
viable farming. Others, including some of the larger properties, because of topography 
or vegetation, are generally not suited either. Furthermore, because many of these 
properties are not farmed, they are also not maintained appropriately and have become 
mass havens for feral animals (dear/ foxes) and noxious weeds. Many are extensively 
overgrown with lantana and blackberries, not to mention privet and many other 
obnoxious or poisonous weeds like fire weed.
 
One of our neighbouring properties is a typical example… It’s a non-farmed 25 acre 
property and majority of the rear half is heavily overrun with lantana. Because of this, 
we are faced with a fulltime job of trying to prevent the spread of this noxious weed onto 
our property. Once these properties are reduced in size, the individual owners will find it 
much easier to maintain their properties and keep them free of feral animals and 
noxious weeds.
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Unfortunately, people have trouble accepting change. Many receiving the council letter, 
that may choose to object to the KKIASP and amendment of zoning of properties within 
the Investigation Area; will likely not be acreage owners themselves. Hence, like our 
neighbour on less than an acre, are oblivious to and relatively unaffected by any of the 
above issues mentioned. As acreage owners, we genuinely welcome this very much 
needed plan for change and believe it cannot happen quickly enough.
 
Kind regards
 

& 
Property   
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IN REPONSE TOO: 

Your Ref: Kurmond-Kurrajong Investigation Area Structure Plan 

Dated 12 May 2020 

8/6/2020 

To whom it may Concern, 

I can’t believe that low-impact residential development in the Kurmond Kurrajong 
Investigation Area (KKIA) has any impact on ecological, scientific or aesthetic values. 

Beyond the 1klm boundary I’d agree the remaining 2786 square kilometres (2793 sq klm 
minus 2x 1klm radius, minus areas of townships) does have ecological, scientific or aesthetic 
value. Surely however, anyone can see or determine that development within these built up 
areas is the most appropriate location to have just that, development. Its been deforested, 
built up and degraded for decades. Sure, protect the remaining 2700 odd sq klm. 

None of the land in question can sustain agricultural activities of any kind and any 
development anywhere needs to address infrastructure, environmental, conservation and 
natural resource constraints on their own merit. 

I moved to the Hawkesbury two years ago with my family for all the positive attributes the 
area provides. These are mostly beyond the KKIA highlighted by the choice of either Thai or 
a Burger for takeaway or two overpriced restaurants.  

What this soon to be, back-water area needs, is people, is variety, is choice, is development. 

Who are the people who dreamed up this E4 nonsense? They need their heads read. 

Sincerely, 

, concerned citizen, 

(Registered Landscape Architect and Ecologist) 

 Old Bells Line of Road, Kurrajong, NSW, 2758 
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